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spring over there and coming back it would be very nice t0 have water, so we went

over to investigate, and sure enough there was a little spring and we dug it down

so that when we came up it would. be full of water, and then below that, we said,

instead of going way this little gore and let's just go down here and

see there." Thre was a section which you couldn't see from anywhere.

You couldn't see it from any distance at all. It was just hidden there, hidden

by these other hills around, and so we made our way down and as we went down there

we began to see converging animal tracks, and we said., "Could. it be that there

a way here down into the canyon? Could. it be that deer actually go down here some

tines?" and we got down to the edge of the red wall and there was a little recess

about as wide as from here t0 this basket--about that wide and about that far

back on the edge of the red wall, and down there fairly steep but yet observing

grass and a few trees, we peered down and we could. see that we could almost certainly

make our way down. '1Wh, the ranger said., "you could. have hunted a month through

here before you would find. this." He said, "You could go fifty miles in either

direction and you wouldn't find, a hing like this." Arid. we had. come right directly

to iti Well, we stopped. there. It was now about dark and we stayed there for the

night. And I think I'll take a minute here t0 tell you o± something that happened.
that I don't ordinarily mention but

right then, / I think it further illustrates the point of the revelation here. AS

we left the sergeants at the top they had said. to us, "Well, now, suppose you find

you can't make it. Then shouldn't some other parties try to go some way?" Well,

we rather hesitated about people not accustomed to that country trying to make

their way down, but it did seem too bad to wait till we came back up again, so we

said, "Yes". "Well", they said, '1±' you find you can't make it, make two fires,

and then we'll know." Well, that night we made a camp fire and we sat down, and

as we sat there we heard the sound of a plane flyingoverhead. The flew

erer is continually to see how we were, and they were there flying overhead

looked up and saw the planesand a e *; jing there we just hippened to look down at our ire and: the sparks
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